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Dear Potential Partner,

Do you want to change a child’s life?

If so, we invite you to join the growing list of Foreign Correspondents’ Club

Scholarship Fund partners.

Financed by a high profile charity ball, the Scholarship Fund helps pay for the

higher education of less privileged students graduating from the affiliated schools

of the Po Leung Kuk, Hong Kong’s oldest orphanage. Normally children leaving

the care of the Po Leung Kuk face extreme financial difficulties.

Only in its second year, the event already has a regional profile and has raised a

total of more than HK$2.8 million in scholarship funds.

Our four key operating principles:

Efficiency: Not one penny is spent on paper clips or administration, so all funds

raised go directly to educating children.

Transparency: Fully audited accounts show where all funds come from and

where they go.

Commitment: Scholarship winners, listed on a plaque prominently posted near the

entrance of the club, receive mentoring from FCC members with internships and

summer jobs in their chosen career field.

Fun: The ball must be the greatest private party in Asia.

Should you wish to join our prestigious partners’ list or if you have any other

questions, do not hesitate to contact us via email at charityball@fcchk.org or

telephone the club at 2521-1511.

Sincerely,

David Garcia

Charity Ball co-founder

Associate Governor Foreign Correspondents’ Club

Thomas Crampton

Charity Ball co-founder

First Vice President Foreign Correspondents’ Club
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Only in its second year of existence, the FCC Charity Ball has already firmly

established itself on Hong Kong’s social calendar as one of the most sought-after

and memorable events of the year.

Unlike other balls, however, we distinguish ourselves by actually having fun. The

spoken program is brief to maximize time for music and dancing.

The 2003 star performers, The Supremes starring Mary Wilson, put on a Las

Vegas-style show complete with smoke, lights and the great music for which her

group became famous. Cranking out famed tune after famed tune, Mary had the

dance floor full from the first song. For her part, Mary thanked the audience for

their enthusiasm by extending her performance beyond its normal format and even

adding a few extra songs.

The crowd had, of course, been warmed up by our first performer on stage,

Bobby Hendricks. Formerly of The Drifters, Bobby knows how to put on a Motown

show that also had everyone out on the dance floor. He also brought home the

message of the ball with an impromptu gathering on stage of children from the

Po Leung Kuk.

Whilst we had fun, raising money for the children was the focus of the ball and we

succeeded beyond our wildest expectations. The 2003 ball raised more than

HK$2 million, more than twice the amount achieved in the previous year.

Thanks to funds raised in the first year we managed to finance the higher

education of four youngsters from the Po Leung Kuk and this year that number will

clearly increase. (An additional two scholarships were handed out thanks to an

anonymous donation of HK$400,000 by a last-minute benefactor.)

All funds go towards the children’s education with none used for administration.

We raise money for children, not institutions. Transparency is fundamental to the

ball and this annual report includes all finances, background material on the

scholarship as well as details of this year’s winners. Among the dozens of articles

written about this year’s ball, Tinnie Chow, writing in The South China Morning

Post, described the ball as sending the club’s “society profile into the

stratosphere”.

Describing many highlights of the evening, Chow related the moment Mary

Cheung, an FCC member, a Kuk alumna and one time Miss Hong Kong,

introduced the scholarship winners.

The Ball
An evening to remember
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The night’s main

attraction was, of course,

Mary Wilson, who kept everyone on the

dance floor until 4am and still had time to mingle with

CNN’s Lorraine Hahn, Voice of America’s Alisha Ryu and Phil Whelan of

RTHK radio.

The legendary Supremes’ onstage persona was indeed larger than life and she

proved she could cut the mustard as well as she did in the Supremes’ heyday 40

years ago. Chow wrote: “Looking very much like a diva in an all-white sequin

dress, she greeted guests: ‘I have been invited to Hong Kong to do one thing and

one thing only, and that is to give you some lovin’. And, oh, are you gonna get it!’ ”

One of Australia’s richest women, Gina Rinehart, daughter of iron-ore mining

magnate Lang Hancock, flew in for the night and paid $31,000 for raffle tickets

and another $27,000 for the Grant Hackett swimsuit. Whilst another Western

Australian iron ore magnate, Brian Johnson, who also flew in for the ball, threw

down $50,000 for the Michael Jordan basketball.

Other big-name guests included Po Leung Kuk Chairman Jimmy Wong Chi-ho,

CNN anchor Andrew Stevens and AOL Time Warner Asia Pacific boss Steve

Marcopoto and his wife Amelia.
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After

describing

many of

the

journalists

as “bow-tie

challenged”,

Chow also

told how FCC

board member

Kevin Egan set up

a voluntary service to

assist those with tie

problems.

The silent auction’s highest bid of

$70,000 was for a signed David Beckham

England home shirt. A copy of Hugh Van Es’ famous photograph of the last

helicopter leaving Saigon, which was signed by him, the pilot of the helicopter and

the CIA agent in the photo, went for $56,000. Sale of raffle tickets on the night

brought in $647,748.

Just when the party ended on Saturday night, however, another party began on

Sunday. The Macau Jockey Club generously held the first ever Foreign

Correspondents’ Club Charity Cup. In a day at the races attended by major

sponsors and ball committee members, the highlight came with presentation of

the prize to the racewinner by Bobby Hendricks.

What can you expect for the future? Our winning formula, which continues to

attract new scholarship partnerships and new club members, will only be refined

and improved. Several large banks and major multinationals have approached the

ball about coming in as partners on a new scale, while most of our current

partners expressed an interest in increasing their involvement.

Mark your calendar – the FCC Charity Ball 2004 will take place on September 25.

We are already in negotiations with a number of world class acts and will let you

know when the final decision has been made. To avoid disappointment, be certain

to buy your tickets as soon as sales are announced.
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The
Scholarships

The entire Scholarship Fund is spent on the children. Not one penny is spent on

paperclips, bureaucracy or administration. Of the total raised each year, 80 percent

goes to finance the higher education of scholarship winners and 20 percent goes

to pay for specific educational courses within the Po Leung Kuk.

The ball has grown quickly in its short history, raising more than HK$2 million in

2003 and HK$830,000 in 2002. (See pages 20, 21 and 22 for a detailed account

of the Ball finances and scholarship funding.)

The process begins with two nominations from each of the 13 secondary schools

within the Po Leung Kuk system. Application forms include grades, extra curricular

activities and

information

on family

problems,

financial

difficulties

and other

hardships. A

scholarship

committee with

representatives

of the Po Leung

Kuk and the

FCC selects

finalists for

interviews and

then ranks them

in order of priority.

Selecting the winning children

was supposed to be the pleasant reward for

all the work of creating this event. Instead, it proved a heart-wrenching

choice between so many terribly needy and highly deserving children.

Of the 26 children applying for the scholarship, those who actually have parents

often came from homes that were broken, battling unemployment or faced with

debilitating diseases. The box for household monthly income was marked “zero”

by several applicants. (The veracity of applications has been confirmed by the Po

Leung Kuk directorate.)
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Despite such

hurdles, these

remarkable

children have

demonstrated

exceptional

academic strength

and broad

extracurricular

interests.

In their essays, they dreamed of

becoming doctors to cure the

impoverished, lawyers to defend the persecuted and engineers to build bridges

strong enough to withstand floodwaters.

While reading through the applications, even the toughest members of the

scholarship committee stopped to wipe a tear. The experience has strengthened

our resolve to raise even more scholarship money next year.

The winners were finally chosen by balancing talent, financial need and the

likelihood the child would, in his or her turn, give back to the community.

In introducing this year’s Foreign Correspondents’ Club Scholarship Fund

winners at the ball, we honor their achievements and welcome them into our

community. In addition to the scholarship funds, the winners’ names will be

permanently displayed at the club on a brass plaque and we will be

approaching members to take the scholarship winners as summer interns or

part-time workers.

“Not only does this scholarship give a boost to some of Hong Kong’s most

disadvantaged secondary school graduates,” said Dave Garcia, co-chair of the

ball committee. “But we hope to also inspire the next generation of kids at the

Po Leung Kuk.”

“Foreign correspondents witness the worst of humanity in war and disasters,” said

Thomas Crampton, co-chair of the ball committee. “Through this scholarship we

hope to show we can improve the world, even if it is just one person at a time.”

Together we will help these ambitious and talented children attain their dreams.
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Students
The

The inaugural scholarship class of 2002 included six students who each received

roughly HK$50,000 per year over three years.

In addition to the scholarship funds, the students’ names are engraved on a

brass plaque posted at the club entrance where they are welcomed as

members of the FCC community.

Members of the FCC mentor the students with internships in their chosen

career field.
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David Garcia

Associate Governor of the

Foreign Correspondents’ Club
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Dr. Jimmy Wong Chi-ho

Chairman of Po Leung Kuk
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Principal Education Secretary of
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Name: Jackie Chiu Ka Ho�� 

Born: Hong Kong, 1984

School: Po Leung Kuk Centenary

Li Shiu Chung Memorial College

Course of Study: Medicine

 Jackie is eager to earn his medical degree in order to serve

those most in need of a doctor’s attention. In addition to

helping those suffering from illnesses in Hong Kong, Jackie

would like to give assistance to those struck by ailments in

developing countries.

“As I study medicine in university, what I would like to do in the

future is to be a professional, responsible doctor who serves the

sick and the needy in the community. Besides, I want to join the

MSF (Medecins Sans Frontiers) to help those living in the Third

World, giving them hope and support.”
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Name: Karl Chan Ka Ying �� 

Born: Hong Kong, 1984

School: Po Leung Kuk No. 1 W.H. Cheung College

Course of Study: Actuarial Science

Karl said he is determined to become a successful businessman in order to

help his family and contribute to the prosperity and development of Hong Kong.

“I want to be a businessman, actuarial science will enable me to contribute

myself to stabilizing Hong Kong’s growing economy and increasing its

competitiveness among the world. This is what I am now dreaming of.”
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Name: Mandy Fung Ka Yan �� 

Born: Hong Kong, 1984

School: Po Leung Kuk Lee Shing Pik College

Course of Study: Law

While Mandy wants to study law, she aspires to enter politics one day and

serve in the Legislative Council to help those who face disadvantages.

“Laws are so vital that every community can hardly operate without them.

Besides, being a school prefect, I found that I have quite a strong sense of

fairness. I really hope that I can be a scrupulous barrister working in Legal Aid

Department to give a hand to those who are unequally treated.”
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Name: Ray Chan Chin Ching�� 

Born: Hong Kong, 1985

School: Po Leung Kuk Centenary Li Shiu Chung Memorial College

Course of Study: Law

Ray said he is determined to study law in order to defend the

oppressed and those who may face unfair treatment.

“After Hong Kong’s handover to the motherland, the desire to study law

becomes much prevalent in my mind. As the ‘one countries, two

systems’ is practiced in Hong Kong, the legal system in Hong Kong is

among the most unique in the world. More specifically, with China’s

joining of WTO, studying law, including the law of the PRC, enables

me to give a hand in the development of my motherland.”
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Name:  Meiji Mok �� 

Born:  Hong Kong, 1984

School:  PLK 1983 Board of Directors’ College

Course of Study:  Integrated BBA

While Meiji said she is determined to study banking, she has also

expressed some interest in going into journalism. In both professions

she would hope to contribute to Hong Kong society.

“My aspiration is to devote myself to the Finance and Banking sector

after my graduation. I would like to go on exchange through which I

could get a better insight into the structure of the local banking

systems. With the professional training, I am confident that I will be

able to serve the major financial centre of Asia, Hong Kong.
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Name: Andy Wong Yat Fong�� 

Born: China, 1981

School: Po Leung Kuk Lee Shing Pik College

Course of Study: Civil Engineering

Passionate about engineering and construction, Andy would like to learn how to build

bridges and buildings that give Hong Kong people a better place to live or work.

“Rebuilding is taking place in many areas in Hong Kong. I think I can help in planning

and rebuilding after my graduation. The old buildings have a risk of collapse. And

many people are packed into a small room. It is so crowded that they will get sick

easily. Hong Kong will become an important city in logistics and needs a good

transport system. I will help plan new highways and roads to meet the rapid growth

in Hong Kong.”
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The Foreign
Correspondents’ Club

One of Asia’s oldest journalist clubs, the Foreign Correspondents’ Club was

founded in 1943 in Chiang Kai-shek-controlled Chungking, China, by a colourful

group of international correspondents. As the struggle between the Nationalists

and Mao Tse-tung’s Communists progressed, the club moved with the action, first

to Nanking and then to Shanghai. In 1949, as the Communists prevailed, it moved

to the British colony of

Hong Kong.

These days, the FCC,

which celebrated its

50th anniversary in

Hong Kong in 1999, is

Asia’s premier meeting

place for the media,

business and diplomatic

community – as well as

anyone with a zest for life

and a penchant for lively

debate.

The FCC Charity Ball is an

example of the integral part that the

Club plays in the life of the Hong Kong

community. “The FCC Charity Ball has brought together two great

institutions in Hong Kong – each doing what they do best,” said Kate Dawson,

President of the Foreign Correspondents’ Club. “The FCC organizes the best

parties in town and the Po Leung Kuk cares for some of the city’s poorest citizens.

Together, we are helping talented young adults achieve their dreams.”

The membership of the FCC, as it is universally known, enjoys exclusive

access to a wide range of first class facilities. These include gourmet dining

outlets on three levels of the historic club building, a well-equipped Health Club

and the FCC/IBM Media Room with its state-of-the-art computer and

communications technology. Membership ranges from the reporters,

photographers and radio and television teams who record and present the news

to those who make it – starting with the Chief Executive of the territory and

including many leading figures in the worlds of business and diplomacy.

If you would like more information about FCC membership please contact the office

staff on Tel: 2521 1511 Fax: 2868 4092 or visit the FCC website at www.fcchk.org.
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Po Leung Kuk

Hong Kong’s oldest orphanage, the Po Leung Kuk was established by local

merchants in 1878.

Its original mission was to rescue women and children from slave labour and

prostitution but with changing times, its role has adapted to fill contemporary needs.

It has evolved from purely being an orphanage and refuge for children abandoned

on the city streets to

providing a range of

education and welfare

services for the needy.

The present-day Po

Leung Kuk uses

modern and highly cost-

effective management to

provide professional quality

and multi-faceted social

services. Now a diversified

organization that helps needy people from

all sectors of society, the Kuk places a heavy emphasis on

education with schools for more than 50,000 students.

Amongst its 106 educational units, it has 23 kindergartens, 25 primary schools, 16

secondary schools, nine special schools, three sixth form colleges and other

education programmes. It also provides residential and day care for children,

rehabilitation of the retarded, welfare for the elderly, recreational and cultural services.

Few of the Po Leung Kuk children are outright orphans these days. Most have a

biological parent somewhere. But one or both parents might be in prison, have a

drug problem, mental illness or simply unable to cope. Po Leung Kuk hopes the

children in its care will develop into useful members of the community, be able to

shoulder social responsibility and make positive contributions to Hong Kong’s

future prosperity.

“We are extremely pleased with the help given to our graduates by the Foreign

Correspondents’ Club,” said Dr. Jimmy Wong Chi-ho, Chairman of the Po Leung

Kuk. “Our students get a head start on the next phase of their lives thanks to the

FCC funding and mentoring.”

For more information: www.poleungkuk.org.hk

A history of help
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PlatinumPartners
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GoldPartners
David and Celia

Garcia
Kevin B Egan

SilverPartners
Mr. & Mrs. C. P. Ho

Mr. & Mrs. Tyler Marshall

Select Service Partners

Apple Daily

Albert Hausammann

Michael Caddy

Langham Hotel Hong Kong

Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd.

Aman Resorts

Ritz Carlton Bali Resort & Spa

Swiss Air

Quicksilver Clothing

The Sukhothai Bangkok

Chiva-Som International
Health Resort, Hua Hin

Café Deco Hong Kong

Phang & Naughton MSL

Bob Youill

Asiapix Studios

Jazzgriot Ltd.

SpecialThanks
The organizers would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the success of the Charity
Ball. Thanks to all those companies and individuals who donated prizes, money, time and
personal effort to the graduates of Po Leung Kuk. Apologies to anyone we may have
inadvertently omitted. Whoever you are, be assured that we, and the children, are grateful.
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Dr Jimmy Wong

Alan Olsen

Kitty Yam

Kenneth Mak

Dr Chan Siu Kui

Jacky Lai

Crystal Tjung

Sophia Harilela

Vikki Cheung

Sandy Chan

Kathleen Lucente

Gilbert Cheng

Mary Cheung

Celia Garcia

Lynn Grebstad

Leslie Llewellyn

Marlene Lee

Mark Erder

Lorraine Hahn

Kevin Egan

Jennifer Shay

Bella Dobie

Andy Chworowsky

Michael Ho

Toni Barker

Tina Tucker

Marilyn Hood

Dan Kubiske

Phil Segal

Hillary King

Deborah Segal

Allen Youngblood

Andrea Richey

Stuart Wolfendale

Kate Dawson

Terry Duckham

Belinda Rabano
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Why be a
Corporate Partner

We used to have sponsors. Now we have corporate partnerships.

Why the change? The Foreign Correspondents’ Club, almost by definition, is

concerned with words and their meanings. And along with many other

organizations that have been involved with sponsorships, we have noticed the

changes that have taken place in the sponsorship industry.

Sponsorship has

become more

sophisticated and

companies have

become more

concerned about who

and what they sponsor

and, importantly, why

they sponsor.

The variety of

arrangements between

sponsors and those they

sponsor has greatly increased in

recent years. A sponsor today is as

likely to offer a diversity of benefits

ranging from pro bono work and in-kind

services to cash. Maximizing the benefits of

such arrangements for both sides has made them

into true partnerships. While sponsorship is by no means dead as a term,

partnerships are widely seen as more accurately reflecting the reality of present-

day arrangements between parties.

The best sponsorships are mutually advantageous partnerships with as much

equality as possible. The term sponsorship had come to be seen in some quarters

as too one-sided. It was felt that sponsorships were often regarded as unequal

with parties playing separate roles – the donor bestowing money and the recipient

as a mendicant who was never quite grateful enough.

Under corporate partnerships, the parties swap expertise and skills rather than

simply give and accept money. Successful corporate partnerships are closely

monitored, maintain excellent communication and are measured via agreed

standards to determine that they are working well to the advantage of both parties.
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Many companies have problems with the notion of corporate philanthropy. A

company’s prime responsibility is to shareholders and they must demonstrate a

benefit from any money spent.

Corporate partnerships must be able to show a return to the company, either in

marketing terms, exposure or acquisition of skills and expertise.

“Corporate partnerships are

one way that companies can

demonstrate that they have a

commitment to the well-being of

the community in which

they operate”

The shift in sponsorships/corporate partnership is in part traceable to the 1997

United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development, which first encouraged

companies to report a triple bottom line – economic, environmental, and corporate

social responsibility (CSR) using Global Reporting Initiatives (GRI).

Agreed models for financial reporting have existed for 100 years; for environmental

reporting for 10 years. But an agreed measure of social and community

involvement is still emerging.

The idea is that, in years to come, companies will be measured not only on short-term

results for shareholders, but also on how their business is working in the long-term for

a very much wider group of stakeholders as a result of their social commitment.
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The shift towards partnerships over sponsorships accelerated when companies

reviewed deals following major corporate collapses.

Companies

began to

recognize

that the word

sponsorship

implied a

one-sided

commercial

relationship.

On the one

hand,

sponsorship

was perceived

as too simplistic

and one-sided.

On the other,

philanthropy couldn’t

be part of a business

strategy. The big corporate

collapses, like Enron, led to

bigger questions. There is an

increasing expectation that companies

will have to demonstrate what they are doing.

Trust, transparency and corporate governance are key issues

ahead, especially for larger companies.

Corporate partnerships are one way that companies can demonstrate that they

have a commitment to the well-being of the community in which they operate.

Properly run successful sponsorships/corporate agreements with a professional

and business-like approach stand out, inspire trust and have a far greater

chance of success.

The FCC is committed to working closely with its corporate partners to ensure

that there is a good initial fit, that there are mutually agreed upon and measurable

benefits and that communication and monitoring is maintained on both sides for

mutual advantage.
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Auditor’s
Report
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REPORT OF THE AUDITORS TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS’ CLUB, HONG KONG

We have audited the attached statement of income and expenditure for the fund-

raising activities of the Foreign Correspondents’ Club, Hong Kong with Po Leung

Kuk held on 27 September 2003 in accordance with approved Auditing

Standards.

Opinion

In our opinion the statement of income and expenditure gives a true and fair view

of the fund-raising activities on 27 September 2003 and of the net funds

generated on that day.

HORWATH HONG KONG CPA LIMITED

Certified Public Accountants

2001 Central Plaza

18 Harbour Road

Wanchai

Hong Kong

Steven James Apedaile

Practising Certificate number P01211
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The Foreign Correspondents' Club
Hong Kong Charity Ball

Fundraising
The Charity Ball is a self-financing event that reimburses the club for the cost of services rendered including

magazine printing, sponsor ads, food and beverage, etc.
Expressed in Hong Kong Dollars

Year 2003 Year 2002 Increased
Audited Audited %

Summary: Fundraising

Charity Ball Total Expense $ 1,483,091 $ 665,542 123%

Charity Ball Gross Income $ 3,501,926 $ 1,499,713 134%

Net Profit for Scholarships $ 2,018,835 $ 834,171 142%

Details: Fundraising

Raffle Income $ 647,748 $ 442,840

Raffle Expense (license, all ball printing, ads to announce winners) $ (23,793) $ (24,088)

$ 623,955 $ 418,752

Ball Ticket Income $ 1,134,840 $ 508,820

Artist Expense (salary, airfares, hotels and entertainment): $ (369,070) $ (133,632)

Venue Expense (venue, sound, lighting, set up, video, decoration, $(1,006,364) $ (470,772)

transport, F&B for setup staff and sundry):

$ (240,594) $ (95,584)

Silent Auction Income $ 508,300 $ 33,050

Silent Auction Expense (framing and items): $ (27,095) $        -

$ 481,205 $ 33,050

Direct Donation to Scholarship Fund $ 811,038 $ 515,003

Funds Raised by Mary Cheung Radio Appeal $ 400,000 $        -

Other Expenses

Paid to FCC for extra copies of the Correspondent and ads to thank sponsors: $ (48,140) $ (37,050)

Paid to FCC for press conference and party announcing winners: $ (4,078) $        -

Paid to FCC for F&B at semi-weekly ball committee meetings: $ (4,551) $        -

Net Profit for Scholarships $ 2,018,835 $ 834,171

(Further income for 2003 expected from silent auction of unclaimed raffle prizes.)
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The Foreign Correspondents' Club
Hong Kong Charity Ball
Scholarships Disbursed

Expressed in Hong Kong Dollars

Summary: Scholarships Disbursed

Funds Raised by 2002 Charity Ball $ 834,171

Funds Raised by 2003 Charity Ball and by Mary Cheung Radio Appeal $ 2,018,835

Total Raised $ 2,853,006

Total Disbursed $ 1,160,000

Outstanding Funds as of December 2003 $ 1,693,006

Details: Scholarships Disbursed

Scholarships Granted

Scholarship Winners: Course of Study:

Mr. Andy WONG Yat Fong HKU - Civil Engineering (3 yrs at 50,000 each) $ 150,000

Mr. Jackie CHIU Ka Ho HKU - Medicine (5 yrs at 50,000 each) $ 250,000

Mr. Karl CHAN Ka Ying HKU - Actuarial Science (3 yrs at 50,000 each) $ 150,000

Ms. Mandy FUNG Ka Yan HKU - Law (3 yrs at 50,000 each) $ 150,000

Ms. MOK Meiji CUHK - Business Admin. (3 yrs at 50,000) $ 150,000

Mr. Ray CHAN Chin Ching HKU - Law (3 yrs at 50,000 each) $ 150,000

$ 1,000,000

Educational Grants From Charity Ball 2002 for Po Leung Kuk Residential Children:

Tutorial (English/Math, etc) 240 sessions of 1 hour each for 15 children $ 71,424

Tutorial (Dance/Drawing, etc) About 15 classes for 120 children $ 18,000

Individual Tutorials 252 sessions of 1.5 hours each for 9 children $ 38,880

Basketball Training 10 sessions of 1.5 hours each for 15-20 children $ 5,500

Chinese Painting 12 sessions of 1.5 hours each for 12 children $ 4,200

Drama Course 10 sessions of 2 hours each for 10-15 children $ 6,000

Archery Course 8 sessions of 2 hours each for 20 children $ 5,800

Chinese Kung Fu Class 32 sessions of 1.5 hours each for 12-15 children $ 7,776

Rock Climbing Day 1 session of 4 hours for 15 children $ 2,420

$ 160,000

Total Disbursed $ 1,160,000
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The Charity Ball gratefully acknowledges contributions from

Verso Magazine Consultants (versomc@netvigator.com) for the art direction of this annual report,

Phang & Naughton Marketing Services Limited  (www.phangnaughton.com) for the design and production and

Hong Kong Prime Printing Company Limited (www.hkprime.net) for printing.
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The Foreign Correspondents’ Club Hong Kong
2 Lower Albert Road, Central, Hong Kong

Tel: (852) 2521 1511  Fax: (852) 2868 4092
www.fcchk.org

Po Leung Kuk
66 Leighton Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2277 8888  Fax: (852) 2576 4509

www.poleungkuk.org.hk


